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Data collection for Target : Andrea Rossi/current day and including next 10
days/announcements and blogs posted electronically.
TRV session begins 1:51AM and ends 2:22AM and left me with an apprehensive feeling.
Apprehensive of danger in a setting with others observing.

It became evident that Mr. Rossi (the target) was called for an inspection of some type which
could involve his one meg plant and the customer representatives from engineering
backgrounds. Observers around seem to be questioning a noticeable vibration or noise being
emitted by the operating one meg plant. It is a feeling of something that is happening that needs
looked at very carefully by many others.
There appeared to be four important observers involved that were all questioning a new
situation regarding a noise observed and a vibration accompanying. An accidental quietness
while in self sustain mode revealed a pleasant vibration, like a hidden vibration and a surprise.
There are particulates in the air and particles floating due to what seems to be a concern able
vibration issue.

Tests are being observed and sounds like an electric motor buzzing along with a repeating
speaker noise, like a timed pulse noise on an AM radio picking up static are present.
Feelings of danger were present like an explosion and people getting sick. A smell of chemical
and data of cold, crackle, break, rupture were also present during the testing at the customers
location.
Customers Location : Without the drawing to review, the following text will systematically
explain what is interpreted by the author at the site where the testing is being done. The
numbering system in front of each description is to be used in conjunction with the drawing
when available.
The scope of this site is substantially huge and apparently covers more than 80 acres. The
drawing available is viewed as; that 80 acres is a component or portion of a larger area than
what is being described.
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General overhead view of the perimeter of the enclosed land that the test is being performed.
Approximate estimated size = 48,000sq. Ft. 300 long x 160 wide. Test area a. with four
observers O1 to O4. One observer seems very important, like a judge and greatly respected and
well known. Two additional people are present wearing some type of uniform like a security
guard or an officer of the law or military. They are positioned at b. and c. and this small area is
in the lower right of the areal view drawing. Present within the test area is a man made structure
and possibly the test subject (1 Meg e-cat array). Further referenced as block (1).
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An approximate 80 acre overhead view above shows several points that have not been analyzed by
more than one person. The original session (S3) drawing would have to be analyzed by someone
expert at evaluating data from Technical Remote Viewing sessions (TRV). This however shows
somewhat of an area topography from general analysis of the S3 from this session.
f. is a border of some type around area a. where the test is performed (detail (1) ) . Possibly a brick
or rock type of wall but with a definite thickness like a picture frame. g. a man made path and
perhaps a road with defined parameters and feeling "like a busy city" very energetic activity and
within the area of L. a feeling of a river of some type and an analytical overlay of "contaminate"
and an "island". Present at the entry of the test area is an auto which is black and stands out as
important. The feeling I was left at when the session ended was "important observer".
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